Understanding Your Electricity Meter and Bill

Need more advice or help – call 0800 954 1956

You should read your meter regularly to make
sure that your bills are accurate and you’re
not running up a large debt or credit. Electricity
meters are fitted with either mechanical, digital
or dial displays, measuring the amount of
electricity used in Kilowatt Hours (kWh).
Mechanical and
Digital (LCD) Meters
Read the numbers from left to
right. On mechanical meters the
red number isn’t needed. On digital
displays ignore the numbers after
the decimal point.

Dial meters
These have rows of dials; each will
turn in the opposite direction to the
dial before. Read the dials from left
to right, ignoring any dials showing
1/10 or 1/100 kWhs (often in red).

3 Meter readings – the previous
reading will be taken from your
last bill and the current reading
will be used to work out how many
units of electricity you have used.

You should record the lower number
the dial is pointing to, except where
the dial is between 9 and 0 when
you should record 9.

The reading from this dial meter is
06511 kWhs.

The reading from this mechanical
meter is 39513 kWhs.

2 Billing period – this will show
the dates your bill covers. Bills
covering September to March are
likely to be higher as they include
the colder months of the year.

Prepayment meters
Prepayment meters (pictured on
the front) will have a button to press
which will display extra information
about how much you are paying per
unit of energy, how much energy
you have used, how much credit
you have and your emergency
credit details.

The letters after the readings
show what type of reading it is:
A = actual reading taken by
the supplier
The emergency credit facility allows
you to ‘borrow’ money (usually £5)
from the meter if your credit runs
low. You’ll have to pay this, and any
other outstanding debt and charges
collected while you’ve been using
the emergency supply, next time
you top-up.
You don’t usually need to take
readings from prepayment meters
apart from when you’re moving
home as you’ll need to pass this
information to your supplier.

C=
 customer reading you supply
E = estimated reading made
by the supplier based on
previous usage
4 The electricity you have used may
be charged at two different rates,
depending on your tariff. The first
amount will be charged at a higher
rate, with any extra units charged
at a lower rate.

Understanding your electricity bill

5 The total amount due will
be shown after VAT and any
additional charges or discounts
have been included.

1 Your electricity account number
– you will need to quote this
whenever you speak to your
supplier.

6T
 his is the Meter Point
Administration Number or MPAN.
It is the unique reference number
for your electricity meter.
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Our services to help householders in Cornwall and Devon
enjoy warmer, energy efficient homes include:
› Insulation and heating solutions
› Energy efficiency advice and surveys
› Planning for renewables services
› Condensation and mould services
› Help to understand and reduce energy bills
In certain circumstances we can access funding for
services – call us to discuss your needs.
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